
A Trip Around the World

1. Adverb

2. Article

3. Conjunction

4. Animal

5. Past Tense Verb

6. Preposition

7. Article

8. Location

9. Adverb

10. Past Tense Verb

11. Preposition

12. Interjection

13. Animal

14. Past Tense Verb

15. Adverb

16. Conjunction

17. Preposition

18. Interjection

19. Preposition

20. Adjective

21. Conjunction

22. Interjection

23. Adjective
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24. Article

25. Adjective



A Trip Around the World

One day, a young man named Henry Adverb won Article trip around the world,

Conjunction he could bring one guest. So, he decided to bring his pet Animal whose name was

Polly. When his glorious trip started, he Past tense verb onto the plane, but when the plane took off, it

crashed Preposition Article abandoned island called Location . Adverb the natives

were friendly, and they Past tense verb the trip Preposition a wooden boat. Interjection when

the journey left off once again, a Animal attacked them and they had to abandon ship. In the rowboats,

they made it to Japan. With scooters, Henry and Polly Past tense verb through the streets of Tokyo and

Adverb they made it to the outskirts of China Conjunction Preposition the desert.

Interjection the scooters ran out of gas.

They had to travel on foot Preposition the Adjective jungles of Africa. A kind, helpful man lent

them some jeeps Conjunction a serious ground once again. Interjection Europe was in view! The

two decided not to rush, for they thought Europe was very Adjective . Soon they discovered the last plane

to America for the year was leaving quickly. They suddenly landed in the same airport they took off of when

they left at the beginning of their trip. This is Article Adjective story of Henry and Polly.
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